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Every human activity is a projection of nervous energy. 
 This energy, which is one of physical constitution 
and of action, undergoes various transformations and 
assumes various aspects according to the 
material chosen to manifest it.
Bruno Corradini, 
Futurist Manifestos
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Expressions of Appreciation
This body of work represents a celebration and pursuit of  
realizing an alternative language, one capable of expressing  
internal conflict through process and response to  
external typographic form and content. 
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Writing about this work was one of the most difficult  
things I’ve had to do.
Where did my inspiration come from?
What were the failures, the breakthroughs?
Which points of departure lead me to the present?
Why did these studies emerge  
at this point in my life?
During the course of these two years, my perspective  
and idea of what typography is, and can be,  
has shifted dramatically. For me, typography is no longer  
something I extend toward, but is an extension of  
my own spirit, will, and intellect.Typography  
is not approached, but is the visual manifestation
of my character and invisible  processes, a lens through 
which I view the world.
My work is very personal;
it enables me to closely examine the reasons  
for action and decisions during the design process.
This work is not typography per se,  
but a picture of typography. Put another way, the  
language of typography is employed to create a picture  
expressing creative activity, brought on by  
internal conflict.
Internal conflict as form, is a sensation, an impulse,  
a sequence of intrusive thoughts inevitably translated/ 
transformed/evolved into external content.  
I think of the form of internal conflict as an abstract,  
striated, granular, densely stacked,  
and pulsating body of nervous energy.
It is often shaped by contradictory desires.
For example, if I desire what I don’t want, a constant friction 
between the forces of internal conflict and external  
content occurs, mounting towards a climax, and ending  
as visual language. 
The work is revealed as external content:
products of truth, ambition, improvisation, obsession,  
compulsion, intuition, and tenacity.
The work speaks to process, what I’ve known my process  
to be, and it inevitably captures a range of decisions  
at given moments.
I do not consider typography as a vehicle that  
only communicates prescribed content. I do not rely on  
typography to beautify or provide cosmetic  
utterances of the heart. I feel a spiritual connection  
with typography, and prefer using it in ways  
other than communicating specific messages.
Typography is more than a mere collection of denotative  
signs.To say that its primary function is to make  
language visible, is to identify but a single layer of a rich  
and multi-layered medium.
Typography is not an end or a result; rather,  
it is part of a continuous process shared by other forms  
of expressing thought: automatic writing/drawing,  
collage and photography.
Proceeding from internal conflict to external  
content implies a sequence of actions. It is about going  
from a beginning point, an instant of provocation  
to an exploration and documentation of a language never 
before personally considered or spoken.
An Introduction
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Other than Plato’s Timaeus and Critias there is no primary ancient account of Atlantis, which means every 
other account on Atlantis relies on Plato in one way or another.
Some ancient writers viewed Atlantis as fiction while others believed it was real.[11] The philosopher Crantor, 
a student of Plato’s student Xenocrates, is often cited as an example of a writer who thought the story to be 
historical fact. His work, a commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, is lost, but Proclus, a Christian historian of the fifth 
century AD, reports on it.[12] The passage in question has been represented in the modern literature as both 
claiming that Crantor actually visited Egypt and had conversations with priests and saw hieroglyphs confirm-
ing the story, or as learning about them from other visitors to Egypt.[13] Proclus wrote
    As for the whole of this account of the Atlanteans, some say that it is unadorned history, such as Crantor, 
the first commentator on Plato. Crantor also says that Plato’s contemporaries used to criticize him jokingly for 
not being the inventor of his Republic but copying the institutions of the Egyptians. Plato took these critics 
seriously enough to assign to the Egyptians this story about the Athenians and Atlanteans, so as to make 
them say that the Athenians really once lived according to that system.
The next sentence is often translated as Crantor adds, that this is testified by the prophets of the Egyptians, 
who assert that these particulars [which are narrated by Plato] are written on pillars which are still preserved. 
But in the original, the sentence starts not with the name Crantor but with the word ‘He’, and whether this 
referred to Crantor or Plato is the subject of considerable debate. Proponents of both Atlantis as a myth and 
Atlantis as history have argued that the word should be translated as Crantor[14] Alan Cameron argues that 
it should be interpreted as ‘Plato’, and that when Proclus writes we must bear in mind concerning this whole 
feat of the Athenians, that it is neither a mere myth nor unadorned history, although some take it as history 
and others as myth... he is treating “Crantor’s view as mere personal opinion, nothing more; in fact he first 
quotes and then dismisses it as representing one of the two unacceptable extremes.”[15] Cameron also points 
out that whether ‘he’ refers to Plato or Crantor, it does not support statements such as Otto Muck’s “Crantor 
came to Sais and saw there in the temple of Neith the column, completely covered with hieroglyphs, on 
which the history of Atlantis was recorded. Scholars translated it for him, and he testified that their account 
fully agreed with Plato’s account of Atlantis....” or J.V. Luce’s suggestion that Crantor sent “a special enquiry to 
Egypt” and that he may simply be referring to Plato’s own claims.[15]
Another passage from Proclus’ commentary on the Timaeus gives a description of the geography of Atlantis: 
“That an island of such nature and size once existed is evident from what is said by certain authors who 
investigated the things around the outer sea. For according to them, there were seven islands in that sea in 
their time, sacred to Persephone, and also three others of enormous size, one of which was sacred to Pluto, 
another to Ammon, and another one between them to Poseidon, the extent of which was a thousand stadia 
[200 km]; and the inhabitants of it—they add—preserved the remembrance from their ancestors of the 
immeasurably large island of Atlantis which had really existed there and which for many ages had reigned 
over all islands in the Atlantic sea and which itself had like-wise been sacred to Poseidon. Now these things 
Marcellus has written in his Aethiopica”.[16] Marcellus remains unidentified.
Other ancient historians and philosophers believing in the existence of Atlantis were Strabo and Posidonius.
[17]
Plato’s account of Atlantis may have also inspired parodic imitation: writing only a few decades after the 
Timaeus and Critias, the historian Theopompus of Chios wrote of a land beyond the ocean known as Meropis. 
This description was included in Book 8 of his voluminous Philippica, which contains a dialogue between 
King Midas and Silenus, a companion of Dionysus. Silenus describes the Meropids, a race of men who grow 
to twice normal size, and inhabit two cities , “Pious-town”) and 
Machimos ( µ , “Fighting-town”). He also reports that an army of ten million soldiers crossed the ocean 
to conquer Hyperborea, but abandoned this proposal when they realized that the Hyperboreans were the 
luckiest people on earth. Heinz-Günther Nesselrath has argued that these and other details of Silenus’ story 
are meant as imitation and exaggeration of the Atlantis story, for the purpose of exposing Plato’s ideas to 
ridicule.[18]
Zoticus, a Neoplatonist philosopher of the 3rd century AD, wrote an epic poem based on Plato’s account of 
Atlantis.[19]
The 4th century AD historian Ammianus Marcellinus, relying on a lost work by Timagenes, a historian writing 
in the 1st century BC, writes that the Druids of Gaul said that part of the inhabitants of Gaul had migrated 
there from distant islands. Some have understood Ammianus’s testimony as a claim that at the time of At-
lantis’s actual sinking into the sea, its inhabitants fled to western Europe; but Ammianus in fact says that “the 
Drasidae (Druids) recall that a part of the population is indigenous but others also migrated in from islands 
and lands beyond the Rhine” (Res Gestae 15.9), an indication that the immigrants came to Gaul from the 
north (Britain, the Netherlands or Germany), not from a theorized location in the Atlantic Ocean to the south-
west.[20] Instead, the Celts that dwelled along the ocean were reported to venerate twin gods (Dioscori) that 
appeared to them coming from that ocean.[21]
A Hebrew treatise on computational astronomy dated to AD 1378/79, apparently a paraphrase of an unknown 
earlier Islamic work, alludes to the Atlantis myth in a discussion concerning the determination of zero points 
for the calculation of longitude:
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h
e 
T
im
ae
u
s 
g
iv
es
 a
 d
es
cr
ip
ti
o
n
 o
f 
th
e 
g
eo
g
ra
p
hy
 o
f A
tl
an
ti
s:
 “
T
h
at
 a
n
 is
la
n
d
 o
f 
su
ch
 n
at
u
re
 a
n
d
 s
iz
e 
o
n
ce
 e
xi
st
ed
 is
 e
vi
d
en
t 
fr
o
m
 w
h
at
 is
 s
ai
d
 b
y 
ce
rt
ai
n
 a
u
th
o
rs
 w
h
o
 
in
ve
st
ig
at
ed
 t
h
e 
th
in
g
s 
ar
o
u
n
d
 t
h
e 
o
u
te
r 
se
a.
 F
o
r 
ac
co
rd
in
g
 t
o
 t
h
em
, t
h
er
e 
w
er
e 
se
ve
n
 is
la
n
d
s 
in
 t
h
at
 s
ea
 in
 t
h
ei
r 
ti
m
e,
 s
a-
cr
ed
 t
o
 P
er
se
p
h
o
n
e,
 a
n
d
 a
ls
o
 t
h
re
e 
o
th
er
s 
o
f 
en
o
rm
o
u
s 
si
ze
, o
n
e 
o
f 
w
h
ic
h
 w
as
 s
ac
re
d
 t
o
 
P
lu
to
, a
n
o
th
er
 t
o
 A
m
m
o
n
, a
n
d
 a
n
o
th
er
 o
n
e 
b
et
w
ee
n
 t
h
em
 t
o
 P
o
se
id
o
n
, t
h
e 
ex
te
n
t 
o
f 
w
h
ic
h
 w
as
 a
 t
h
o
u
sa
n
d
 s
ta
d
ia
 [
20
0 
km
]; 
an
d
 
th
e 
in
h
ab
it
an
ts
 o
f 
it
—
th
ey
 a
d
d
—
p
re
se
rv
ed
 
th
e 
re
m
em
b
ra
n
ce
 f
ro
m
 t
h
ei
r 
an
ce
st
o
rs
 o
f 
th
e 
im
m
ea
su
ra
b
ly
 la
rg
e 
is
la
n
d
 o
f A
tl
an
ti
s 
w
h
ic
h
 h
ad
 r
ea
lly
 e
xi
st
ed
 t
h
er
e 
an
d
 w
h
ic
h
 
fo
r 
m
an
y 
ag
es
 h
ad
 r
ei
g
n
ed
 o
ve
r 
al
l i
sl
an
d
s 
in
 t
h
e 
A
tl
an
ti
c 
se
a 
an
d
 w
h
ic
h
 it
se
lf
 h
ad
 li
ke
-
w
is
e 
b
ee
n
 s
ac
re
d
 t
o
 P
o
se
id
o
n
. N
ow
 t
h
es
e 
th
in
g
s 
M
ar
ce
llu
s 
h
as
 w
ri
tt
en
 in
 h
is
 A
et
h
i-
o
p
ic
a”
.[
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] 
M
ar
ce
llu
s 
re
m
ai
n
s 
u
n
id
en
ti
fi
ed
.
O
th
er
 a
n
ci
en
t 
h
is
to
ri
an
s 
an
d
 p
h
ilo
so
p
h
er
s 
b
el
ie
vi
n
g
 in
 t
h
e 
ex
is
te
n
ce
 o
f A
tl
an
ti
s 
w
er
e 
S
tr
ab
o
 a
n
d
 P
o
si
d
o
n
iu
s.
[1
7]
P
la
to
’s
 a
cc
o
u
n
t 
o
f A
tl
an
ti
s 
m
ay
 h
av
e 
al
so
 
in
sp
ir
ed
 p
ar
o
d
ic
 im
it
at
io
n
: w
ri
ti
n
g
 o
n
ly
 a
 
fe
w
 d
ec
ad
es
 a
ft
er
 t
h
e 
T
im
ae
u
s 
an
d
 C
ri
ti
as
, 
th
e 
h
is
to
ri
an
 T
h
eo
p
o
m
p
u
s 
o
f 
C
h
io
s 
w
ro
te
 o
f 
a 
la
n
d
 b
ey
o
n
d
 t
h
e 
o
ce
an
 k
n
o
w
n
 a
s 
M
er
o
p
is
. 
T
h
is
 d
es
cr
ip
ti
o
n
 w
as
 in
cl
u
d
ed
 in
 B
o
o
k 
8 
o
f 
h
is
 v
o
lu
m
in
o
u
s 
P
h
ili
p
p
ic
a,
 w
h
ic
h
 c
o
n
ta
in
s 
a 
d
ia
lo
g
u
e 
b
et
w
ee
n
 K
in
g
 M
id
as
 a
n
d
 S
ile
n
u
s,
 
a 
co
m
p
an
io
n
 o
f 
D
io
ny
su
s.
 S
ile
n
u
s 
d
es
cr
ib
es
 
th
e 
M
er
o
p
id
s,
 a
 r
ac
e 
o
f 
m
en
 w
h
o
 g
ro
w
 t
o
 
tw
ic
e 
n
o
rm
al
 s
iz
e,
 a
n
d
 in
h
ab
it
 t
w
o
 c
it
ie
s 
o
n
 , 
“P
io
u
s-
to
w
n”
) 
an
d
 M
ac
h
im
o
s 
(
µ
, “
Fi
g
h
t-
in
g
-t
o
w
n”
).
 H
e 
al
so
 r
ep
o
rt
s 
th
at
 a
n
 a
rm
y 
o
f 
te
n
 m
ill
io
n
 s
o
ld
ie
rs
 c
ro
ss
ed
 t
h
e 
o
ce
an
 t
o
 
co
n
q
u
er
 H
yp
er
b
o
re
a,
 b
u
t 
ab
an
d
o
n
ed
 t
h
is
 
p
ro
p
o
sa
l w
h
en
 t
h
ey
 r
ea
liz
ed
 t
h
at
 t
h
e 
H
yp
er
-
b
o
re
an
s 
w
er
e 
th
e 
lu
ck
ie
st
 p
eo
p
le
 o
n
 e
ar
th
. 
H
ei
n
z-
G
ü
n
th
er
 N
es
se
lr
at
h
 h
as
 a
rg
u
ed
 t
h
at
 
th
es
e 
an
d
 o
th
er
 d
et
ai
ls
 o
f 
S
ile
n
u
s’
 s
to
ry
 a
re
 
m
ea
n
t 
as
 im
it
at
io
n
 a
n
d
 e
xa
g
g
er
at
io
n
 o
f 
th
e 
A
tl
an
ti
s 
st
o
ry
, f
o
r 
th
e 
p
u
rp
o
se
 o
f 
ex
p
o
si
n
g
 
P
la
to
’s
 id
ea
s 
to
 r
id
ic
u
le
.[
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Z
o
ti
cu
s,
 a
 N
eo
p
la
to
n
is
t 
p
h
ilo
so
p
h
er
 o
f 
th
e 
3r
d
 c
en
tu
ry
 A
D
, w
ro
te
 a
n
 e
p
ic
 p
o
em
 b
as
ed
 
o
n
 P
la
to
’s
 a
cc
o
u
n
t 
o
f A
tl
an
ti
s.
[1
9]
T
h
e 
4t
h
 c
en
tu
ry
 A
D
 h
is
to
ri
an
 A
m
m
ia
n
u
s 
M
ar
ce
lli
n
u
s,
 r
el
yi
n
g
 o
n
 a
 lo
st
 w
o
rk
 b
y 
T
im
ag
en
es
, a
 h
is
to
ri
an
 w
ri
ti
n
g
 in
 t
h
e 
1s
t 
ce
n
tu
ry
 B
C
, w
ri
te
s 
th
at
 t
h
e 
D
ru
id
s 
o
f 
G
au
l 
sa
id
 t
h
at
 p
ar
t 
o
f 
th
e 
in
h
ab
it
an
ts
 o
f 
G
au
l h
ad
 
m
ig
ra
te
d
 t
h
er
e 
fr
o
m
 d
is
ta
n
t 
is
la
n
d
s.
 S
o
m
e 
h
av
e 
u
n
d
er
st
o
o
d
 A
m
m
ia
n
u
s’
s 
te
st
im
o
ny
 a
s 
a 
cl
ai
m
 t
h
at
 a
t 
th
e 
ti
m
e 
o
f A
tl
an
ti
s’
s 
ac
tu
al
 
si
n
ki
n
g
 in
to
 t
h
e 
se
a,
 it
s 
in
h
ab
it
an
ts
 fl
ed
 t
o
 
w
es
te
rn
 E
u
ro
p
e;
 b
u
t A
m
m
ia
n
u
s 
in
 f
ac
t 
sa
ys
 
th
at
 “
th
e 
D
ra
si
d
ae
 (
D
ru
id
s)
 r
ec
al
l t
h
at
 a
 p
ar
t 
o
f 
th
e 
p
o
p
u
la
ti
o
n
 is
 in
d
ig
en
o
u
s 
b
u
t 
o
th
er
s 
al
so
 m
ig
ra
te
d
 in
 f
ro
m
 is
la
n
d
s 
an
d
 la
n
d
s 
b
ey
o
n
d
 t
h
e 
R
h
in
e”
 (
R
es
 G
es
ta
e 
15
.9
),
 a
n
 
in
d
ic
at
io
n
 t
h
at
 t
h
e 
im
m
ig
ra
n
ts
 c
am
e 
to
 G
au
l 
fr
o
m
 t
h
e 
n
o
rt
h
 (
B
ri
ta
in
, t
h
e 
N
et
h
er
la
n
d
s 
o
r 
G
er
m
an
y)
, n
o
t 
fr
o
m
 a
 t
h
eo
ri
ze
d
 lo
ca
ti
o
n
 in
 
th
e 
A
tl
an
ti
c 
O
ce
an
 t
o
 t
h
e 
so
u
th
-w
es
t.
[2
0]
 
In
st
ea
d
, t
h
e 
C
el
ts
 t
h
at
 d
w
el
le
d
 a
lo
n
g
 t
h
e 
o
ce
an
 w
er
e 
re
p
o
rt
ed
 t
o
 v
en
er
at
e 
tw
in
 g
o
d
s 
(D
io
sc
o
ri
) 
th
at
 a
p
p
ea
re
d
 t
o
 t
h
em
 c
o
m
in
g
 
fr
o
m
 t
h
at
 o
ce
an
.[
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A
 H
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re
w
 t
re
at
is
e 
o
n
 c
o
m
p
u
ta
ti
o
n
al
 a
st
ro
n
-
o
m
y 
d
at
ed
 t
o
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D
 1
37
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79
, a
p
p
ar
en
tl
y 
a 
p
ar
a-
p
h
ra
se
 o
f 
an
 u
n
kn
o
w
n
 e
ar
lie
r 
Is
la
m
ic
 w
o
rk
, 
al
lu
d
es
 t
o
 t
h
e 
A
tl
an
ti
s 
m
yt
h
 in
 a
 d
is
cu
ss
io
n
 
co
n
ce
rn
in
g
 t
h
e 
d
et
er
m
in
at
io
n
 o
f 
ze
ro
 p
o
in
ts
 
fo
r 
th
e 
ca
lc
u
la
ti
o
n
 o
f 
lo
n
g
it
u
d
e:
t e wTypography 
pr vok  a r sponse towards syntax 
the ew typogr phy asks the reader
not t make an i terpretation
be informed, or be pursuaded.
t e n typ gr    
Other than Plato’s Tim eus and Critias there is no primary ancient acc un  of Atlantis, which m ans every 
other acc unt o  Atlantis relies on Plato in one w y r another.
Some ancient writ rs viewed Atl ntis as fiction while others believed it was real.[11] The philosopher C antor, 
a student of Plato’s stud t Xenocrates, is of n cited as n example of a writer who t ought the story to be 
histori al fact. His work, a commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, is lost, but Proclus, a Christian hist rian of t e fifth 
century AD, reports on it.[12] The passage in question has been r pr se ted in the mod rn liter ture as both 
claiming that C a r ctu lly visited Egypt nd had conversations w th priests nd saw hieroglyphs confirm-
ing the story, r as r i g bout the from other visitors to Egypt.[13] Proclus wrote
    As for the ol f thi c unt of the Atlanteans, some say that it is u a orned history, such as C antor, 
the first comm t r n Pl to. C ant r lso says that Plato’s contemporari s used to criticize him jokingly for 
not being the i ve to of hi  Republi  but copying the institutions of the Egyptians. Plato took these critics 
seriously enoug  t a s   the Egyp ians his story about t  Athenians and Atlanteans, s as to make 
them say that t  A enia really once lived according to that system.
The next sent e is often translated as C antor adds, that thi  is testified by the prophets of the Egyptians, 
who assert that these particulars [which are narrated by Plato] are written on pillars which are still pr served. 
But in the original, the sentence starts not with the name C antor but with the word ‘He’, and whether this 
referred to C antor or Plato i  the subject of considerable debate. Proponents of both Atl ntis as a myth and 
Atl ntis as history have argued that the word should be translated as C antor[14] Alan Cameron argues that 
it should be interpreted s ‘Plato’, and t at when Proclus writes we must bear in mi d concerning t is whole 
eat of t  Ath , tha  it is neither a ere myth or u a orned history, alt ough some ake it as history 
and others as y h... h  s treating “C antor’s view as mere personal pi i n, othing more; in fact he first 
quotes and th di m ss s it as r presenting one of the two unacceptabl  extremes.”[15] Cameron also points 
out t a  wheth ‘he’ refers Plato or C antor, it d e  not support statements such as Otto Muck’s “C antor 
came to Sais w re in the temple of Neith the column, completely covered with hieroglyphs, on 
w ic  the his o y of A l is was r corded. Schol r  translated it for him, and he tes ified that their account 
fully agreed wi h Pl t ’s acc un  of Atlantis....” or J.V. Luce’s suggestion that C antor sent “a sp cial enquiry to 
Egypt” and th h  ay simply be referring  Plato’s own claims.[15]
Another passag fr  Pro lus’ commentary on the Timaeus gives a description of the geography of Atlantis: 
“That  island of such n ture nd siz once ex t d is evident from wh t is said by certain authors who 
investigated the things around the outer sea. For according to them, th wer  seve  i lands in that sea in 
their time, sacred to Persephone, and also three others f enormous size, one of which was sacred t  Pluto, 
another to Ammon, and anoth r one betwe n them to P seidon, the extent of which was a thou and stadia 
[200 km]; and the nhabitan s of it—they add—pr served th  remembrance from their ancestors of the 
immeasur bly large island of Atlant s which had r ally existed there and which for many ages had reigned 
over ll i lands in he Atlantic sea and which itself had l k -wise been sacred to P seid n. Now these things 
Marcellus has written in his Aethiopica”.[16] Marcellus remains unid ntified.
Other anc ent historians and philosophers believing in the existence of Atlantis were Strabo and Posidonius.
[17]
Pl to’s acc un  of Atlantis may have also ins ired parodic imitation: writing only a few dec d s after the 
Tim eus and Critias, the historian Theopompus f Chi s wrote of a land beyond the ocean known as Meropis. 
This description was included in Book 8 of his voluminous Philippica, which contains a dialogue between 
King Midas and Silenus, a companion of Dionysus. Silenus describes the Meropids, a race of men who grow 
to twice normal size, and nhabit two cities , “Pi us-town”) and 
Machimos ( µ , “Fi hting-town”). He als  reports th t an army of ten million soldiers crossed the ocean 
to conquer Hyp rborea, ut aban oned this proposal w en they realized that th  Hyp rboreans w re the 
luckiest people on earth. Heinz-Günther Nesselr th has argued that these and other details of Silenus’ story 
are meant as imit tion and ex ggeration of he Atlantis story, for the purpose of exposing Plato’s ideas to 
ridicule.[18]
Zoticus, a Ne platon st philosopher of the 3rd century AD, wrote an epic poem based on Pl to’s acc unt of 
Atlantis.[19]
The 4th century AD historian Ammianus Marcellinus, relying n a l st work by Timagenes, a historian writing 
in the 1st century BC, writes that the Druids of Gaul s id that part of the nhabitants of Gaul had migrated 
there from distant i lands. Som hav  understood Ammianus’s testimony as a claim hat at the time of At-
lantis’s actual sinking into the sea, its nhabitants fled to weste n Europe; but Ammianus in fact says at “the 
Drasidae (Druids) recall th t a part of the population s i digenous but others also migrated in from i lands 
and lands beyond the Rhine” (Res Gestae 15.9), an indication that the immigrants came to Gaul from the 
no th (Britain, the Netherlands or Germany), not from a theorized location in the Atlantic Ocean to the south-
west.[20] Ins ead, the Cel s that dwe led along the ocean were r ported to venerate twin god  (Dioscori) that 
appeared to the  coming from that ocean.[21]
A Hebrew treatise on computational astronomy dated to AD 1378/79, apparently a paraphrase of a  unknown 
ear ier Islamic work, alludes to the Atlantis myth n a discussion concerning the determi ation f zero points 
for the calculation of longitude:
Abook
9
The problem lies within me; the solution is found in me. 
The problem is my spinning conscience, the root 
of inner conflict; the solution is to leverage graphic design
as an activity to achieve catharsis, returning me to a
point of equilibrium.
Losing myself in the work is guided by pure obsession.
It is also guided by a constant fear of which 
decisions to make, and of deciding whether to lose 
myself in something positive and productive. 
By losing myself in work, I quell the sensations of 
internal conflict.
The problem is also typography or, the problem is what 
I understand typography to be: its role, its function 
as a device for making language visible. I find it difficult to 
accept typography as a reliable language for 
representing thought, or more specifically, thought in 
the context of internal conflict.
There resides a disconnect between the thoughts  
typographic language makes visible, and the form of 
those thoughts of the mind.  
Thoughts of the mind: the forms of conscience,  
personal arbitration, internal conflict. Its form is nonlinear,  
organic, mutable, unstable, vacillating. Its rate of  
motion in a given instance, is unpredictable. The direction  
of thought travels erratically: it moves abruptly in  
the beginning, pauses, and then surreptitiously stops— 
only to allow subsequent thoughts to intrude 
and overlap.
 
Typography, in its clarity, proportion, perfect kerning,  
and finessed form, obscures the inner voice  
it’s called upon to represent. I question the value and role  
of legible typography, as it does not accurately 
reflect the voice of thought.
To address this problem, I chose to undertake a deep 
examination of typography as a vehicle for 
communicating my most visceral and elemental thoughts.
It is a visual abstraction of coherent language 
versus a language bringing clarity to abstract thought. 
It is an expression of my thought process,  
rather than a vehicle for bringing form to the  
voice intelligible thought.
“
2My Problem
10
My process is an extension of myself, onto another surface.
My typographic language is an extension of internal conflict.
I stand up and remain standing.  
Standing while composing is essential because it forces  
me out of the comfortable chair, and the chair is where slouching  
and the chin-resting-on-the-hand occurs.  
These are seemingly irrelevant and harmless behaviors, 
but mark the beginning of disengagement in the 
design process. 
I begin without intentions. 
I work in the spirit of letting things happen freely. 
Then I respond, forcing nothing.
There is a difference between mastering the art of response  
versus the art of planning. 
Response connotes process; planning connotes product. 
The core of graphic design is action: response,  
improvisation, agility. 
I strive to master this practice.
My attitude from the beginning, was to make the most 
of the resources, and to leverage situations which  
may be perceived by some, as unfortunate. Through limitations  
and will, I exercised my creativity in unexpected ways. 
Isolation allowed me to work in a very uninhibited  
manner. Over time, my repetitive movements formed patterns  
of behavior resembling a performance.  
Eventually, I came to feel I couldn’t be myself unless  
working at Floyd. It was my asylum.
I purposely shut myself down from the rest of the world,
in order to find fractions of bliss, leading my 
thoughts to effortlessly fall into a state of peace and humility. 
The process, the activity of graphic design,
became my sanctuary.
Isolation put me in an enjoyable trance, a substate  
which lead to something prolific, personal, and profound.
This condition prepared me for introspection  
and reflection. It was sometimes uncomfortable,  
but always enriching.
My Process 3
11
During those nights I discoverered my potential,  
through engaging in a process. 
The process was born out of working with 
physical material.  
  This process made me realize that 
  the     
 ultimate, most efficient tools
 are the human hand, heart, and mind.
I fell into prolonged periods of isolation. 
It was a time of detaching myself from the outside world. 1315 Floyd became a laboratory. 
My personal studio was completely analog. It was a comfortable attic space, equipped with paper, 
laser prints, traditional supplies, and two studio lights. 
Across the hall I could access a computer, digital camera, printer, and scanner.  
For much of the time, the only sights and sounds
were of my hands and footsteps...looking at myself, working with myself
Response varies: cutting, slicing, tearing, crumpling, 
scratching, scribbling, or taping. 
I usually repeat a particular response until an  
interesting and enigmatic form emerges. 
The form may compel me to abruptly break away,  
to search for appropriately related 
typography—typography which relates to and/ 
or builds upon the formal characteristics of the tear,  
cut, or slice.
The composition develops through the adding and 
subtracting of elements. Discarded elements, 
such as excess paper from trimming previous studies 
are often used for future studies. Working this 
way ensures a visual consistency between a range 
of studies, differing in context.
I respond to objects found in obscure places. 
I generate spontaneous digital forms.
Everything is worthy of consideration.
In terms of color, image, or material, I seek nothing specific. 
All I need is something to respond to...
something external.
Adding type may provoke me to subtract, or tear the 
surface further. Conversely, tearing the surface may call 
for more typography. At this stage, an abstract 
language begins to emerge.
It’s a language produced by chance. The attitude is 
similar to how John Cage saw potential in 
the random sounds of the surrounding environment—
car horns, yelling, falling objects, and footsteps— 
as a sonically abstract language.
There’s something beautifully ironic about designing with 
no design in mind; kind of like writing without a topic 
or person to address. Just start writing. Form will emerge, 
and the forms will provoke subsequent responses. 
When I reach a point of feeling like I’m finished, 
I think about using other media. Limitations in technology 
will influence the type of responses I make. 
For example, if I wish to make a visual transition from  
internal conflict to external content, I will scan an 
automatic writing study. As the piece is scanned, I start 
moving the study in the same manner as how 
my hand moves during the activity of automatic writing— 
erratic movements and abrupt shifts in direction.
Material4
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addspontaneous responses to content allows 
no time for the addict to be tempted
aversion  of idle hands
the joy of activity    
 form becomes a reflection 
    
of internal conflict
beco  ming 
 
This thesis explores the dichotom
y betw
een natural  
and cosm
etic language. It presents opportunity 
for exploring natural language as visual phenom
ena, before being trans-
form
ed by typographic structure.
Typographic structures bring visual form
 to language.  
Language though, originates as an invisible phenom
ena.  
transform
ing into the subsequent and final stage  
of language m
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The process of leveraging
internal conflict to generate external content
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The process 
begins as a series of erratic and rather impulsive, 
intuitive responses to the given object. I often set out, albeit, consciously, to establish a mode of subconscious thought.
It is the constant interaction with physical material that sustains such 
a mode. During this time, I don’t think of results. There is no questioning of actions/responses. 
No second guessing. 
Rigorous experimentation, 
until something clicks. 
It is a massaging of the elements. 
It is about working as fast as possible: moving, placing, cutting, tearing, taping, rearranging. 
Sequence, hierarchy, 
value, and engaging divisions of space emerge from the clutter. 
From there, I work towards becoming more conscious about relationships 
and meaning between elements. If the particular piece evolves 
—usually by chance—into an18x24 inch collage, I may begin thinking about  
application. Could this be a poster, a large format book, or is it, random 
ephemera with a conventional size begging to be scaled, dissected, 
deconstructed, reconstructed, reassembled, re-appropriated? 
How could the composition be transformed if a rational system were imposed? Does the visual language 
of the composition have potential for becoming an identity system for practical usage? 
By isolating certain regions of the piece, a morphology emerges,
  inspiring the decision to impose parameters.
  This has proven useful for producing numerous variations of the same piece,
  constructing a range of contexts, and this creates new meaning.
I believe in physically committing myself to the activity of design. 
I believe graphic design not to be a surface veneer, but a process shaped by the confrontation 
and response to self, content, context, and environment.
  I believe in two points: a beginning and a midpoint.
I don’t believe in resolution, or working towards a final result.
I prefer the term develop, versus make.
I strive to immerse myself in constructing form and meaning with physical material. 
Such activity develops an acute perceptual awareness, command of lateral thought, and the discipline 
to critically reflect upon my work.
 
Those undertaking their formal training as graphic designers need only a firm grasp of basic 
principles, which when exercised and exhausted through multiple iterations, inform the student 
of more personal and experimental approaches to solving visual communications problems.
I consider typography the most essential and 
overlooked area of study in graphic design. 
A student’s typographic knowledge and ability to execute concepts using its language, 
leads to a rich and wider range of vocabularies to 
consider and build upon.
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Internal conflict as a form, is a sensation of impulses, 
a sequence of intrusive thoughts, inevitably translating/
transforming/evolving into external content. 
I think of its form as an abstract, striated, densely stacked, 
and pulsating body of nervous energy.
It is often shaped by opposing forces leading to either
personal growth and progress or, self-destruction.
Motivation is born out of the acceptance of who I am.
I understand myself through typography,
for typography is the usual starting point in my  
design process. 
Internal conflict as a form, is a sensation of impulses, 
I think of its form as an abstract, striated, densely stacked, 
and pulsating body of nervous energy.personal growth and 
progress or, self-destruction.
transforming/evolving into external content. 
I think of its form as an abstract, striated, densely stacked, 
My spirit is ugly, unresolved, and laden with pessimism.
But, a remedy has formed—a typographic remedy.
Or, I should say typography has served as the stage for exorcising 
the weight of my conscience.
I look to the activity of graphic design as a channel.
Even though I admit it has never been an enjoyable activity,
it calms my nerves. Physically committing myself to working with 
material, stills my mind.
When I relax, my mind races.
When I work with my hands, my mind is stilled.
Ambition, improvisation, obsession, compulsion, frustration, 
intuition, tenacity, and raw energy fuel the work.The work is an 
extension of this spirit.
Digital technology and traditional media served as channels, 
filtering unseen energies of internal conflict into external content. 
For the first time in my life,
I see the world, and have a deeper understanding 
of the world,when viewed through the lens of my work.
This realization implies that I may be close 
to mastering a certain way,
leading to a deeper understanding of who I am, 
my place in the world, and the endless potential 
of graphic design.
to inspire and guide my thinking 
to broader contexts.
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a New Typography
Conclusion
Cosmetic thought begins with intent; 
intent begets cosmetic thought. Cosmetic thought 
contains coherent forms/structures that create 
specific meaning. It is the type of thought represented 
by the Latin alphabet, and it relies on the fixed  
forms of typographic structures. 
Cosmetic thought becomes external content 
bound to the page, and is made visible through the 
reflection of light. 
Cosmetic thought is rarely achieved by 
exercising intuition, impulse, or the subconscience.  
It is the antithesis of our right hemisphere.  
Although intuition and impulse are the forces  
responsible for making its form visible in 
the beginning, they’re eventually eclipsed by 
processes of editing, refinement, 
and revision.
I coin my familiarity with the form and direction of
pure thought with the term natural thought.
Natural thought is essentially the natural movement 
of the mind. It is often immediate, erratic, and 
multi-directional.
Natural thought is a result of subconscious 
thought patterns. It is an undercurrent of coherent 
thought. Natural thought does not require 
the guidance of verbs, nouns, or grammatical 
structures. It is shifting, loose, unpredictable, non-
sequential, and irregular.
I became familiar with natural thought during  
an intense period of making typographic collages  
during my second semester. Natural thought  
emerged and was  most easily accessed during times  
of detachment from my work.This resulted in a  
mindset fueled by spontaneity, impulse,  
and intuition.
Natural thought just is.
She is a free spirit.
She uses improvisation as a means to progress. 
Natural thought welcomes mistakes and risk.
It is about process, and is unconcerned 
 with end results.
A  Transition 
from Natural to Cosmetic Thought6
20
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21–22
Typographic language invites me
to follow a direction of thoughts through line, 
sequence, and abstract symbols.
Without looking at anything,  begin looking             at the voice of your mind
Following the direction of my thoughts
through line creates new symbols.
These exercises provided insight on
the forms natural thought take.
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One day,
they too, will be typographic !
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Thought,
in its original form
channeled into,
and limited by, 
typographic language
resulting form
of original thought,
obscured by
typographic language
The voice of external content
is transformed and/or diffused by the voice
of internal conflict.
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Performance  Typography 7
Performance Typography shakes and awakes the static,
fixed structures of immobile typographic shells.
It says to the limited language of a-z, 
Join with the fervor and movement of my mind!”
Performance typography
has become de rigeur of my neurotic, restless being.  
I impose my nervous energy upon the static  
language of print. I seek to disrupt the stillness  
of its sound proportions and perfect counterforms.
Rhythm and color are created 
through characters toppling over themselves.  
There is no pain in the disruption—
only joy and liberation! 
Typography wants to roam again,
but it needs help in fleeing from the smooth,  
lifeless surface of substrates.
Typography wants to breathe again and be poked,
cut, sliced, rearranged, thrown around, 
thrown out, and brought back.
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FOREWORD 
An Introduction to Wittgenstein’s Tractatus may seem to differ in 
character from the books hitherto published in the present philo- 
sophical series: it makes a freer use of technical expressions, and it 
demands a greater effort from the general reader. This is inevitable 
from the very nature of the subject; for Wittgenstein’s thinking 
sprang from the modern development of mathematical logic; and 
he makes few concessions to the uninitiated. Indeed, it is for this 
reason that an introduction to his work is so urgently required; and 
with its aid the reader who has grasped some elementary techniques 
of modern logic (which should not prove too difficult) may hope to 
find Ms way about in what to many has been a closed field of 
thought. The opening up of such a field is fully in accord with the 
general aim of the series, even if the difficulties to be tackled may be 
greater than usual. It might almost be said, in view of the influence 
exercised by Wittgenstein, that without an introduction of this kind 
the aim of the series would be imperfectly realized. 
To this it may be objected that the Tractatus has now been 
superseded. In one sense this is true; for its author has expressly 
recognized that it contains grave mistakes. But the Tractatus by no 
means loses its historical importance because of this frank ad- 
mission. As a philosophical work begins to recede into history, an 
attempt to expound its doctrine and estimate its significance may 
become both more necessary and more easy. Wittgenstein himself 
was of the opinion that his more recent works could be seen in the 
right light only by contrast with, and against the background of, 
his earlier way of thinking. Hence it is my hope that Miss 
Anscombe’s work may serve as an introduction not merely to the 
Tractatus, but also indirectly to his philosophy as a whole. 
H. J. PATON 
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of modern logic (w ich should n t prove too iffic lt) may hop  to 
find Ms way about in what to many has b n a cl sed fi ld of 
thoug t. The pening up of such  fi ld is fully in acc rd wit  the 
general aim of the seri s, eve  if the difficulties to be tackled may be 
gr ater than us al. It might almost be said, i  view of the influence 
xercised by Wittgen t in, tha  without an in ro uction of this kind 
th  aim of the series w uld b  imperfectly realized.
To this it may be objected that the Tractatus has now been 
superseded. In one s nse this is true; for i s author has expressly 
recognized that it o tains grave mis akes. But the Tract tus by no 
means lose  its historical importanc because of thi  f ank d- 
mission. As a philosop ic l work begins to recede int  history, n 
ttempt to expound its d ct ine nd estima e its ign fi nce may 
become bot  m r  necessa y and more asy. Wit gen ein himself 
was of the pi ion that h s more recent work  could be se  in the 
right light only by o trast wit , and against the background o , 
his earlier way of thinking. Hence it is my hope that Miss 
Anscombe’s wo k m y serve s an introduction not merely to the 
Tractatus, but also i di ectly to hi  philosophy as a whole. 
H. J. PATON 
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Anscobe’s work ay srve as anintrouction not merely to the 
Tractatus, but also ndirctly to isphilosophy as a whole. 
H. J. PATON 
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These studies have encouraged me to question  
typography’s purpose and function as a visual device  
that accurately captures and expresses the  
complexities of internal conflict. These questions 
provoke me to challenge traditional typographic 
concerns: character anatomy, legibility, 
clarity, and context.
In the past, I channeled the energy of internal conflict  
into traditional forms of expression, such as 
automatic writing, visual diaries, and free-verse  
poetry. Through these activities, I came to  
realize that the nature of typography is inconsistent
with the nature of my thought process.
I am interested in visually expressing my thought  
process, utilizing the principles and elements of line,  
direction, orientation, sequence, repetition,
articulation of space, and modulation of surface— 
all of which are typographical concerns.
Through rigorous exploration, I have discovered  
that thought processes have unique and  
identifiable forms, sharing similar qualities with visual  
forces inherent in mutable typographic structures.
I believe that the relationships between typographic  
language and the information it represents
are key to my decreased attention span during reading.
What I see before me on the page—as a sequence
of abstract signs—are forms disconnected  
to the forms of my thoughts, a disconnect that  
is the origin of internal conflict.
Reflections 8
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Exploring typography’s potential as a vehicle for making  
thought visible, is expected to be the central focus 
of future research. With this in mind, I’m compelled to pose  
several questions/concerns:
Could other abstract thoughts be made 
visible through typography, i.e. intellectual, 
emotional, spiritual?
Develop methods for exploring a more 
seamless transition from the forms of natural thought, 
to typographic language. 
What are effective methods for revealing a 
typographic metalanguage?  Thus far, the processes 
of deconstruction, reappropriation, and distortion 
of existing content, have proven successful.
Moving forward, I remain very interested in  
developing customized visual languages specific to 
those struggling with Attention Deficit Disorder.
These languages not only would share similar structural 
characteristics with conventional typography, but provoke 
a spiritual, emotional, and intellectual response  
to content, through the individual’s engagement with:
Typography as surface
Typography as object
Typography as performance
I intend to continue research in the following areas:
Typographic surface
Natural and artificial light, and its impact upon 
resonance of content.
Enhancement of content through exploration of material.
Legibility or lack thereof, and its impact upon engagement/ 
retention of content. 
Questions 
moving forward
Application 
and Purpose of  Work
9
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Futurist Manifestos embodies the spirit of reaction towards
conventional interpretations of reality.  Their visual language is a response
to the spirit of a particular era. For me, this defines the essence and 
purpose of typography.
This book sparked my interest in exploring the sensation of abstract  
thought, before coalescing into concrete forms. 
In my opinion, this book represents the most thorough 
and in-depth discourse on the subject of typography. It effectively presents 
its topics in a range of contexts, which continue to inspire me to 
rethink/reconsider its potential in visual communications.
language of thought, before it coalesces into intelligible language. 
The Alphabet and the Brain: The Lateralization of  Writing provides an 
insightful overview of dyslexia from a cognitive psychology  
perspective, inspiring my research of expressive typography’s potential
to enhance the experience of reading for those with 
Attention Deficit Disorder.insightful overview of dislexia from a cognitive psychology perspec-
tive.
This text played a major role in shaping personal philosophies  
during my four semesters of graduate study. Designing Programmes 
opened my mind towards approaching a single object, and 
methods for transforming its essence into a variety of contexts.
Typography: Macro and Microaesthetics calls to mind a dimension 
which I often took for granted and/or never considered. Kunz’s 
observations compelled me to investigate the unseen layers of 
typographic surface and the metalanguage inherent to such surfaces.
I realized after reading this text, the internal realm of my psyche is also
a landscape rich in form. By perusing its terrain, I discovered  
fascinating parallels between the sensation of internal conflict and  
the language of external content.
Including a passionate and poetic muse is essential for sustaining 
momentum during my creative process. An American Prayer  
is a wonderful piece of work, which informed the written content  
for my thesis: poetic, disconnected, and open to interpretation.
My awareness of Müller-Brockmann was limited before seeing 
this book. Now, I consider him the quintessential artist: painter, sculptor, 
graphic designer, typographer, and writer. His interest and mastery 
of numerous disciplines, encouraged me to be myself, and  
remain open to express a personal vocabulary in a variety of media.
Ruder’s classic continues to resonate in memory. 
As experimental as my work grows to be, I believe it’s essential to retain 
some semblance of rules.This text is a perfect blend of typographic 
dogma and personal expression!
My Way to Typography  took me on Weingart’s journeys, from his 
childhood years to the present day. This not only informed 
me of his versatility as a typographer, but clearly maps how environment, 
material, and personality, lead to a robust and exciting 
visual vocabulary.
The conflict between inner and external thought;
black bic pen and deconstructed surface.
Word expressed as moment;
black bic pen and deconstructed surface
Surface expressed as moment;
deconstructed surface and digital scan
Thought expressed as moment;
black bic pen and deconstructed surface.
Photo typography; deconstructed surface.
Movement of thought;
laser print, digital scan, and xerox copy.
Merging internal and external language;
laser print and digital scan.
Typographic collage expressing subconscious
thought; laser print, plastic, glue, and tape.
Typographic collage expressing subconscious
thought; chewing gum and bristol board
Grid deconstruction and resuscitation;
InDesign and Illustrator.
Typographic collage and performance;
photography, InDesign, illustration.
Poster tiled from deconstructed typographic 
collage; photography and InDesign.
Found materials expressing typographic
syntax; photography and sculpture.
Typographic collage expressing subconscious
thought; laser print. plastic, glue, tape,  
and photography.
Found materials expressing typographic
syntax; food, leaves, found objects,  
photography and sculpture.
Exploration of character anatomy;
laser print and digital scan.
Typographic collage; found objects
and found material.
Isolating sentences and characters;
photography, deconstruction, and digital scan.
Transition from automatic drawing  
to automatic scanning; pencil, laser print,  
digital scan, and xerox copy.
Deconstructed character expressed as moment;
deconstructed laser print and photography.
Mapping the moment from internal conflict to
external content; black bic pen and  
photography.
Process as harmony between hand 
and mind; collage and photography.
Caught between natural and cosmetic thought;
black bic pen, deconstructed surface,
and digital scan.
Typographic collage expressing  
subconscious thought; plastic, glue, tape, 
and photography.
Natural thought expresssed as line;
black bic pen.
Transition from natural thought to cosmetic
thought, via typographic language;
black bic pen and deconstructed laser print.
Cosmetic thought reverting to  
natural thought via sentence and surface; 
black bic pen and digital scan.
Cosmetic thought reverting to natural  
thought via abstract sign; deconstructed laser  
print and digital scan.
Dialogue/disconnect between natural 
and cosmetic thought during reading process; 
pencil, photography, and digital scan.
Modulation of surface through deconstruction;
laser print and digital scan.
Movement of character according to 
movement of mind ; laser print,  
digital scan, and photography.
Modulation of surface through extrusion,
transference, and deconstruction; 
laser print and photography.
Reappropriation of found objects; sculpture,
digital scan, and photography.
Deconstruction and transference   
of surface; laser print and tape.
Construction, deconstruction, 
and construction; laser print and photography.
Movement of thought; laser print and 
digital scan.
Modulation of surface through  
deconstruction; collage and photography.
Projection of light through deconstruction;
laser print and photography.
Surface as reflection of internal conflict; 
photography and digital scan.
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I am a fulcrum, and graphic design is 
the ideal, ever-evolving lens
through which I view myself and the world.
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